English:

Maths :

Recount writing– our holiday
Narrative– planning and writing a bedtime
story
Report writing– Saving water
Grammar:
-Tenses revision (simple/ continuous past,
present and future)
-Subject specific/ technical vocabulary in
context,
-How to use colons/ semi-colons, ellipsis
Correctly embedding dialogue

Percentages– completing our work on FDP.
(finding a percentage of a number, finding increases and reductions)
Ratio and Algebra– Using rules, substitution, formulae, problem solving, equations, the ratio symbol,
scale factors, proportion problems
Science : Water (CCL geography)
 Where water comes from (sources,

recycling)

 Different states of water and the

Guided Reading: ‘The Piano’ by Aidan Gibbons
and ‘Alma’ by Rodrigo Blaas

Geography: Rivers
Rivers of the UK
Rivers in relation to
settlements and how
they have been/ are
used,
Rivers in relation to
the water cycle
(sources, mouths,
parts of a river journey)

processes of water changing
states.
 The water cycle.

Converting units– converting metric/ imperial, metric to metric, time, word problems
Revision of number and calculation skills is ongoing.

Art & DT : Landscapes (including water)

French: Time

Computing : Spreadsheets

 How to tell the time,
 What time will it be at?
 Reading time tables.






Data collection and input,
Understand the terms row, column and cell,
Use formulae,
Create a graph

Is Easter a festival of new life or
sacrifice?
Lent
Palm Sunday
Significance of the Last Supper

PSHE: Growing and changing
Our different skills, feelings, star
qualities, helpful or unhelpful, managing change

RE:

·
·
·

Music: At the Movies
Exploring notation, narrative and storyboarding the structure of sounds.

Homework

Games (Thursday with Mr Fenton)

4 x reads a week aloud to an adult (who records this in their record)
Maths will be given out by the Friday, to be handed back in by the
following Wednesday.
Weekly spellings will also be given out by the Friday for children to
be tested on the following Friday.
Please log into Spelling Shed when possible to practise (or alternatively, visit Spelling Shed Club on Friday with Mrs Bolton)

Invasion games– strategy, team work, control, passing

Project homework will be handed out separately.

